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Abstract. In order to meet increasing air traffic demands in recent years, skilled
air traffic controllers are definitely required. Thus, effective and efficient con-
troller training is a key issue in the Air Traffic Control (ATC) domain. However,
the transfer of skills from experienced controllers to ATC trainees is difficult
because the working processes of the experienced controllers are based on their
implicit knowledge acquired through their working experiences. Toward
resolving this difficulty in ATC training, the present research attempts to visu-
alize and analyze a couple of controllers’ working processes for establishing in-
trail separations between arrival flights using our process visualization tool of
ATC tasks. The analysis results illustrate the performance differences of those
working processes and their probable causal factors. This fact strongly implies
the practical applicability of the visualization tool for supporting the debriefing
and discussion concerning the training results of ATC trainees.
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1 Introduction

The primary purpose of Air Traffic Control (ATC) service is to promote the safe,
orderly and expeditious flow of air traffic [1]. ATC services are provided by profes-
sional air traffic controllers, and the recent increase of air traffic demands makes the
effective and efficient training of controllers a more urgent issue in the ATC domain.
However, in reality, the transfer of skills from experienced controllers to ATC trainees
is difficult because the working processes of the experienced controllers are based on
their implicit knowledge acquired through their working experiences. It means that the
reasons and purposes of their working processes, that is, why ATC instruction is
necessary at the time and what effects are brought about on the future air traffic
situations by the instruction, are hard to understand for the inexperienced trainees.

Toward resolving this difficulty in ATC training, our research group has developed
a process visualization tool of ATC tasks called COMPASi (COMPAS in interactive
mode /COMPAS: COgnitive system Model for simulating Projection-based behavior
of Air traffic controller in dynamic Situations) [2]. COMPASi has functionalities to
visualize controllers’ working processes and is capable of revealing the effects of
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specific ATC instructions on the air traffic situations through the comparative analysis
of the multiple working processes.

As detailed in the next section, controllers’ tasks contain the conflict resolution of
two or more aircraft for assuring minimum separation of them for safety (i.e., conflict
resolution) and the establishment of in-trail separation required by regulations between
aircraft concerned (i.e., in-trail spacing). The former task has been studied through a lot
of research from the viewpoint of the characteristics of controllers’ conflict judgments
[3, 4] and their cognitive strategies for economical completion of the task [5], for
example. The authors also conducted analytical research of the performance charac-
teristics of controllers’ conflict resolution strategies using COMPASi [6]. On the
contrary, research efforts aiming to reveal controllers’ performances in the latter task,
in-trail spacing, are rare. Although Sperandio [7] analyzed in-trail spacing from the
viewpoint of the relation between the general features of controllers’ working processes
and task demands, concrete and detailed description of their working processes are not
given in the research.

In this paper, therefore, a couple of controllers’ working processes to establish in-
trail separation between arrival flights are visualized using COMPASi. Based on the
visualization results, the performance differences of those working processes and their
probable causal factors are analyzed. Through this research process, the basic effec-
tiveness of COMPASi as a training support tool is examined.

2 Studied ATC Sectors

In en-route ATC, airspace is divided into smaller spaces called sectors handled by a
team of controllers consisting of a radar controller and a coordinator. The sectors
studied in the present research are sector T09 and sector T14 in Japan. As shown in
Fig. 1, they are adjacent and located in the western part of the Tokyo region. The
distance from the western boundary of sector T09 to the eastern boundary of sector T14
is approximately 170 nautical miles (NM). The maximum north-south distance is about
50 NM. Dominant traffic in these sectors is arrival flights to Tokyo (Haneda) airport
coming from airports located in the western part of Japan. Sector T09 and sector T14
are two of the busiest sectors in Japan. The controllers of these sectors handle
approximately 450-500 flights per day in this relatively small area. There are three

Fig. 1. Schematic chart of studied ATC sectors [9]
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major target states of aircraft for the arrival flights to Tokyo airport which the
controllers of these sectors have to achieve. The first is to assure minimum separation
of 5 NM horizontally or 1,000 feet vertically between respective aircraft at all times for
safety, which is the primary target of ATC. The second is to establish prescribed in-trail
separation between a leading aircraft and a following aircraft. The last is to achieve
prescribed altitude of aircraft before they reach a specific geometrical point. Usually,
the target states of aircraft are set in respective sectors by regulations, and controllers
are supposed to issue ATC instructions so that they can achieve their target states
before they are handed off to the next sectors. However, s special ATC procedure in
which controllers of two consecutive sectors cooperatively complete necessary ATC
tasks for each aircraft has been introduced into sector T09 and sector T14, which have a
large amount of air traffic. In this ATC procedure, the target states of aircraft are set
only in the downstream sector of consecutive sectors, and the controllers of the two
sectors share necessary ATC tasks to achieve the target states. In the case of arrival
flights to Tokyo (Haneda) airport in sector T09 and sector T14, the targets states of in-
trail separation and altitude are set only in sector T14, which are 7NM in-trail sepa-
ration and 10,000 feet in altitude by the ADDUM point indicated by the small white
circle in Fig. 1 (such a geometrical point used for aiding in air navigation is called a
“fix”). The major purpose of this ATC procedure is to provide more aircraft with
flexible and efficient ATC services depending on certain situations while regulating
controllers’ workloads.

Except for the arrival flights to Tokyo airport, the controller of sector T09 handles
departure flights eastward from Chubu airport (see Fig. 1) and departure/arrival flights
from/to other smaller airports and air force bases located in/around the sector. Although
the number of such flights is considerably small as compared to that of the arrival
flights to Tokyo airport, they need to be paid special attention to since they climb/
descend crossing the traffic flows to Tokyo airport. The controller of sector T14 deals
with flights between Tokyo airport and other airports located in southern islands such
as Izu-Oshima Island (see Fig. 1).

3 COMPASi

This section describes our process visualization tool of ATC tasks called COMPASi
used in this research. COMPASi is an ATC simulation and visualization tool consisting
of an Air Traffic Simulator (ATS) and Situation Recognition Unit (SRU) as shown in
Fig. 2. The ATS is a PC-based ATC simulator, and the SRU is a type of situation
awareness model of a controller. The SRU contains rule bases in order to analyze both
traffic situations and issued ATC instructions, and is capable of detecting ATC tasks in
a given traffic situation using the rule bases.

Given the initial states of traffic (for example: aircraft’s initial position, altitude,
indicated air speed, and so on) and the log of ATC instructions, COMPASi simulates
air traffic flows by issuing ATC instructions and calculating aircrafts’ behaviors.

Based on the automated analysis of the simulated air traffic situations, SRU detects
and classifies ATC tasks according to the ATC task index shown in Table 1, entitled
“Task Demand Levels (TDLs)”. TDLs consist of 7 levels reflecting necessary ATC
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tasks for each aircraft. Aircraft coming from upstream sectors have various levels of
TDLs ranging from Lv. 1 to Lv. 3 ++. By completing necessary ATC tasks, the TDL of
each aircraft lowers to Lv. 1 before they are handed off to downstream sectors. That is,
TDLs can describe the execution states of ATC tasks as the lowering processes from
higher levels to Lv. 1. COMPASi outputs TDLs as color-coded aircraft symbols and
call signs on the simulated radar display (see Fig. 3) and the time series graph called
Chart of ATC task Processing State (CAPS) (see Fig. 4). In addition, CAPS contains
the information of the contents and timings of ATC instructions (a), flight distances (b),
and the numbers of instructions (c). CAPS visualizes the ATC task process of a
controller by presenting issued ATC instructions and situation changes resulting from
the instructions along the timeline. In addition, COMPASi is available for the analyses

Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram of COMPASi (adapted from [8])

Table 1. Task Demand Levels (TDLs) (adapted from [9])

Lv. Situation /Task Demand Display Color on
COMPASi

4 time-critical situation in terms of conflict resolution(s) Red
3 ++ multiple separation assurances (conflict resolution(s) /in-trail

spacing) between the target aircraft and three or more
related aircraft

Magenta

3+ multiple separation assurances (conflict resolution(s) /in-trail
spacing) between the target aircraft and two related aircraft

Orange

3 separation assurance (conflict resolution /in-trail spacing)
between the target aircraft and one related aircraft

Beige

2 altitude change Light Blue
1+ ATC tasks are completed, but the target aircraft is in speed

adjustment.
Green

1 ATC tasks are completed. Light Green
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of ATC task processes in consecutive two sectors by using two SRUs corresponding to
the respective sectors.

Examples of expected findings by analyses using TDLs are listed below:

• Since the progress of ATC tasks is indicated by lowering TDLs, the lowering of
TDLs reflects efficiency in completing required ATC tasks.

• TDLs at or above Lv. 3, that is, Lv. 3, Lv. 3 + , Lv. 3 ++, and Lv. 4, show the
potential risk of loss of separation between aircraft. Thus, the durations, accumu-
lations, and resolutions of these levels can reflect the effectiveness of adopted
control strategies in preventing potential risk of loss of separation.

• The greater levels of TDLs might generally indicate more complex tasks that can
have significant effects on controllers’ workloads. Thus, the excessive accumulation
of higher levels of TDLs, Lv. 3, Lv. 3 + , Lv. 3 ++, and Lv. 4, may indicate a
potential high workload situation for a controller.

COMPASi and TDLs were used in performance analysis studies of different control-
ler’s strategies for the same traffic scenario [6].

Fig. 3. Simulated radar display of COMPASi [8]

Fig. 4. Chart of ATC task Processing State (CAPS) [8]
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4 Analysis and Results

In this research, the performance differences of controllers’ strategies to deal with in-
trail spacing tasks were analyzed using COMPASi. The performance data in question
was derived from a high-fidelity Human-In-The-Loop Simulation (HITLS) of sector
T09 and sector T14, which was carried out in June 2012 with the cooperation of Tokyo
Area Control Center. In the HITLS, ATC tasks of radar controllers in both sectors were
simulated (without coordinators) using ATC training simulators. 3 pairs of professional
controllers took part in it (the pairs are called “Group 1”, “Group 2”, and “Group 3”
respectively in the later part of this paper), and the controller participants were required
to handle the realistic traffic flow in the sectors. The radar screen of each ATC sim-
ulator and controller-pilot communication in the HITLS were recorded to make nec-
essary input files for COMPASi, such as a traffic scenario file and ATC instruction
log files.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 present the analysis results of Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3
respectively, outputted by COMPASi. These figures show CAPSs presenting the
temporal transitions of TDLs of respective aircraft by color-coded bars. In each figure,
the leftmost column indicates the call signs of respective flights, although they are
modified for security reasons. The horizontal axis shows the timeline, and each cell
indicates 30 s. The length of each color-coded bar corresponds to the time frame in
which a flight was under control in the target sector, that is, sector T09 or sector T14 in
this case. The first bold lines on the respective bars exemplified by (a) in Fig. 5 indicate
the time points of control transfers of aircraft to sector T09 from upstream sectors, and
the second ones exemplified by (b) indicate the time points of control transfers of
aircraft to sector T14. The figures show two major differences in the duration time of
higher levels of TDLs as indicated by (c) and (d) in each figure, which illustrate the
performance differences in completing in-trail spacing tasks. In this section, the features
of the performance differences and their probable causes are analyzed in detail.

Fig. 5. CAPS of Group 1
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Case 1. Figure 5 (c), Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 7(c) demonstrate that the duration time of higher
levels of TDLs of ENR008, ENR010, ENR012, and ENR014 in Group 3 is longer than
that in Group 1 and Group 2. The probable cause is the difference in the timing of the
radar vector of ENR014 as indicated by (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 8. Table 2 shows the
arrival sequences of these four aircraft in respective groups. The sequence of Group 3 is
ENR008, ENR012, ENR014, and ENR010, while that of Group 1 and Group 2 is
ENR008, ENR012, ENR010 and ENR014. In the sequence of Group 1 and Group 2,
the second aircraft (ENR012) and the third aircraft (ENR010) can be handled as a
cluster because they fly originally having approximately 7NM separation that is equal
to the required in-trail separation. The fourth aircraft (ENR014) can simply follow the
leading flights. On the other hand, in the sequence of Group 3, the distance between
ENR012 and ENR010 needs to be increased, and ENR014 needs to be inserted before
ENR010. It can be a more complex and time-consuming task for controllers. Therefore,
it can be considered that the arrival sequence adopted by Group 3 is a major causal
factor leading to the later timing of the radar vector of ENR014.

Fig. 6. CAPS of Group 2

Fig. 7. CAPS of Group 3
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Case 2. According to Fig. 5(d), Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 7(d), the duration time of Lv. 3 + of
ENR016 and ENR022 in Group 1 is longer than that in the other two groups even
though the TDLs of Lv. 3 ++ are rapidly resolved in all groups. The arrival sequences
of respective groups are completely the same as shown in Table 3. However, the data of
expected flight distance to the ADDUM point at 14m30 s indicated in Table 4 reflects
the fact that Group 1 took a longer time to increase the separation between the first
aircraft (ENR020) and the second aircraft (ENR018). The probable cause is the relative
gentle angle of the initial radar vectoring of ENR018 in Group 1 (see (a) (b) and (c) in
Fig. 9), which also led to the higher TDLs of the following flights (ENR016 and
ENR022).

In addition, Case 2 contains one of the typical case examples of cooperative work
of the controllers of sector T09 and sector T14. In the case example, the controller of

Fig. 8. Traffic situations at 09m30 s of simulation time

Table 2. Arrival sequences of respective groups (Case 1)

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Group 1 ENR008 ENR012 ENR010 ENR014
Group 2 ENR008 ENR012 ENR010 ENR014
Group 3 ENR008 ENR012 ENR014 ENR010
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sector T09 in Group 1 handed off ENR018 to the controller of sector T14 keeping its
heading east-southeast to continuously increase the separation between ENR018 and
the leading aircraft. After the transfer of control, the arrival spacing task was completed
by the controller of sector T14.

Fig. 9. Traffic situations at 14m30 s of simulation time

Table 3. Arrival sequences of respective groups (Case 2)

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Group 1 ENR020 ENR018 ENR016 ENR022 ENR024
Group 2 ENR020 ENR018 ENR016 ENR022 ENR024
Group 3 ENR020 ENR018 ENR016 ENR022 ENR024

Table 4. Expected flight distance to ADDUM point at 14m30 s (NM)

ENR020 ENR018 ENR016 ENR022 ENR024

Group 1 123.4 122.4 130.3 138.7 151.7
Group 2 123.2 126.6 137.5 142.1 158.5
Group 3 123.7 125.3 131.8 144.9 153.1
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As demonstrated in this section, the performance differences in in-trail spacing
tasks and their probable causes, including arrival sequence and the contents and timing
of ATC instructions, have been clearly visualized using COMPASi. This fact strongly
implies that COMPASi has practical applicability as a supporting tool for debriefing
and discussing the training results of ATC trainees, for instance. Moreover, detailed
performance visualization provided by COMPASi could be useful for further analyses
of controllers’ performances and their professional skills.

5 Conclusion

In the present research, controllers’ working processes obtained from a HITLS have
been analyzed using COMPASi. The analysis focusing on in-trail spacing tasks has
revealed the performance differences of controllers’ working processes and their
probable causal factors. Through this research process, the basic effectiveness of
COMPASi as a training support tool has been examined. Our future research contains
the further detailed analysis to reveal controllers’ skills for in-trail spacing tasks
through the comparison between visualized performance results by COMPASi and
subjective evaluations by professional controllers.
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